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    5A_A 08ƉƉ 03ѶѶ 14:00 
    OJAEۤۤOral Japanese Assessment Europeڵڵککۑۑؾؾییۥۥ
۸۸́́ڂڂΘΘۜۜڭڭڠڠګګוו҄҄ۓۓۋۋڞڞؾؾژژڰڰۉۉۃۃښښ٦٦ѶѶՍՍƼƼڃڃٵٵ̵̵

 ٞٞققϖϖچچווέέ―ٷٷ,,۸۸ڂڂ٫٫
 ―ڂڂ��ɅɅզզ٠٠٢٢̩̩ڂڂنن٦٦ٟٟۯۯ٠٠٨٨ٌٌۮۮ

    Kōji HAGIHARA (թ˯θ¯) 
    Yoriko YAMADA-BOCHYNEK (ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,¯Ɨģʽ) 

    Yasuko SAKAI (ڶکڨڻڋۍθ¯) 
    Michiko TAKAGI (ڠڻکډؾێۂ�Ƽ¯9ۏڢکۍں�ѶՍ̖¯ǕԢʛʍņǕ) 

    Yumiko UMETSU 
     

    Սθۮۂؾګ�٦ԉ٦ٯέ� m٣ٸ٦٘�ǲƼچĺمۯل٦٭¯�ڂقщًڂيل�κ٧ۗ
ؿٟۯل٦ڂنٟمي˂٢ʆفٿѡ٣١٦§۰ٌ٠٨۱٦ڂقǭځل٧ۗΦɻ٠ԁ˰٦ƥ,ѶՍƼĺۮ
٣έِڃٌۘڂڃڀق٠Ǡڂ OJAE Ɨģ٧ۗۄؾڨέچוϖ̩ڂن٦ٟۯ٠٨ٌۮٞق�Ʌզچ,ٞ
٣ٌٖۗCEFRٸ٦ٖ٘ۘڂФ�ْچ٠ٌڂ ʷĪѶՍƼڂؿٟڭڠګו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ OJAE ٧
�Ҩَۗځؿ٦ٟ٘ڃǷٻ OJAE ɫۤۮڂٿ٣ƥȕ٦ѶՍƼʕѡ�ϥۥچΘ۸ۤڂƥȕ٦ԁ̈́ۥڀل
ɻ٠έ٠٧ۗ٦έ̍ۘڂؿɳͥq҄٠٢ٛ٘٦ٟٹ,ѶՍƼĺۯٷو,ۥٟڠۍږ۸ۤĴјڂ٫́
ۗځؿ٦ٟٹڂ̵ّٶ٦ٞـձ٣Y˰ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂÛْ\مۯ٠٨ٌۮ٦ٸ٘ڂقɻ٦Ý٣Ǡ
Φɻ٠ԁځلǭ٧ٌۗ٦ۯ٠٨ٌۮڂقέچɳƥْٶ٦ٞٛٿ٣̯,٦ו҄ۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڂ§
ѡٟۗٸ٦ٖ٘ۘڂنOJAE Ɨģ٧ۗۄؾڨʥ֮ɨի٠ƙۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۮ٘نٞڃَ˰ձچۯս
OJAEۗٸɁڀلЋٌْ٠ـ �Ҩ٦íՍֻѾٟڂؿԅkĂǬ¯Ыۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ˰ձ
ۤJakobson 1960چۥíҺ٣ِ٘ۘњֻۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۮ٧ٟۗ˰ձ٧ۗۯ�jۮ٣ۗفٿ٦Ҩ̂ɻۯ
٦ۯʌ̂ɻۮ٠ 2 ɻچäٷ 6 ڂڃڅ٦֦5٣Ϗڃٗڃ٦֦5٠ٖٜۗ 6 ٜ٦ƦƼù҄مҨóَڂڃ
ʲЫù˃ۜڭڠږګۓښۥù҄ۗ3يلنʌ̂ɻۜјۥҨ̂ɻۜӘʰЫù҄ۗ2ۥ1ۜڂـׂٞٛځ٠ٌٟ̯
ʰҨз٣ۗچƦƼЫùٌ҄ۘ٦ֻڦۅۜڮؾښۥЫù҄ۗ6ƿۜ˿͍ۥɘЫù҄ۗ5ۜڟؾڢکۅۥ4ۗ҄
OJAEƗģ٦̯ٟٵڃ٦ٌۄؾڨwچψۗځա֮ٯǇٞيĴњْڂq̮҄ۗٞـ٣ٜٟٵ�j٦ 3Ҩ
ӘٟФɦْۜڂι 1 ҨӘۜۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښ˰ձíҺ٦ OJAE ιۗڂقϖچۯוέۮٟڭڠګ 2
ҨӘۜځؿ٦ڠۍږمڭڠګٖچ٦ٹ٦Ԗۗوـٞقι 3 ҨӘۜAJE-SIG ٠ِٞ٦ OJAE ېڻںڎڍ
٧̩ۗ�٦ѶՍƼĺɆ٠ۄؾڨOJAEƗģۘ―٣ٸ٘ڂْ֏Ǆ٣ĳ֏چڟؾھںڎڍOJAE―ڠۓڣ
٦ĴјЫ¹ٜΑЫ٢¶љچ�ۗڀل˰ׂڂْ̝OJAE چԪ˳ڂڅŻ٣Þ͐ڭڠګ AJE ٟ˪ڭڋڜ
ǂ�ْڂʷӉ٦ۄګڠڞںڎڍۘڂـٞٸ̓چǖϨ٠ĳ٣̩ۗ�¢Ϡٟ٦ OJAE Ɨʕچ�Вِٞۗ
OJAE٦ٖمĪځʽڂ٠ْ`ʔƦƼĳВȯ˞Ͷ٠ĳ٣ۗǍوĳ֏َچ٠ٌڂڃèۘف 
     
     
     

ííҺҺ٦٦ձձ˰˰ۓۓۋۋڞڞؾؾژژڰڰۉۉۃۃښښ     OJAEۮۮٟٟڭڭڠڠګګέέ
 ڂڂققϖϖچچۯۯוו

    Yoriko YAMADA-BOCHYNEK (ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,¯Ɨģʽ) 
    Kōji HAGIHARA (թ˯θ¯) 

     
    Ս٦ۏڱڵʰҨзۤۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښۮ٦ۥ1960ۤۓڤںښۈ٠ِٞۗcommۥ˰ձچֻۯФɦِۗ
OJAE٦ѣЉ 6зۘڂّچ 
ůΰۜCEFRɨƭәnӘڭڠګۥ1     ٣ٞۗӃƟɻۏڽېɨƭ̌̽ڂٿ2٣ 2թ٠əƟÇơΔ 2թٟ
ɳɋْ٦ڭڠګۘڂʃ̖ǂٟڂؿӃƟɻњɀۮڃٗڃٖمɨԁٟۯ٦ٌ٠٨Ƽۗځ΅ʆځٮٛمۮ٠ȿ
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٦٠ǇҨۯѦۮ٦όѦҨۘڂ٢"٠٧ǺՍЫ٣ڭڠګוʥ֮٦ǆї҄م٠ٌٷ٣Ͷۯٜ
A1ۘڂْۯέۮـʲٰǭچƙ�ٞـɻ٧̍ؕ٣�κ٣ٜВِۗچۯƿۮ А٢١΅٧ٟۗۏڽې
B2ۘڂәnْٹۯقяيʌۮ ǭ٣٧ۗʦѠ٦˰ڂڃÙȦَمӆ֤٢١ٻɬЫ٢�Ӆ�ٟ˪�ۏڽې
əǭٟۮɉќۮ٣فٿڂق֚چۯҮΔ٠ۯҬОِۗӢǭ¤ۘڂ٠ْ 
¢սκ٧ۗڭڠګսκȝ̯ۜڭڠګŻ̝íҺ٦͐ۥ2     comm ˰ձۤI.˳ԪҨ̂ۜҨ̂ɻΓϯ̅ۗII.ٻ
ڂ٣ΛْۥÕֻۗIV.ɺ�ƦƼЫЬَ͌ځ٠ځٻ.ʌ̂ɻΓϯ̅ۗIIIۜځʄځ 53 ù҄Ŧ͐ۮڂ̯ڀلŻ
٦ù҄Ŧ٧ڀڃٌۘڂـٞڃ٣Tٛٞȝَ̯ۯ̝ Cambridge ESOL چۥO’Sullivan et al. 2002ۤڭڠګ
ȯ˞ِٞڭڠګۗځكսκ٦Ωэ̮٧ԟ˥َ٦ڭڠګۘڂـٞڃ¢�κ̓ڭڠګ٧ۗǣڂؿٟڑێگڞ
ВِۗɢÝғԁۤAچۯɋǋ̝ۮ ۏڽې 10 ԁۗB15 ԁۗC20 ԁۥѫٟ٣ۯڭڻێږڠڭڠګۮ٦Ƈɳْۘڂ
 ۘڂـůɫ٠٢ٛٞڭڠګـ٦ǫ̮֯̂ـѱڃَ=٣ǿəƟɻ٦ʆۗٸ٦ٖ٘
¢٦�ͽkۜוƦƼù҄Řƥ҄ۥ3     53ù҄٧ۗCEFRʷĪځٿ٣ 6�ͽkَۗڃҨ֔Ҩɛٟ
 ۘڂ٠٢ۯսκڭڠګۮٷäچۯڭڻۓۑڻۮڂؿ
әОۗـ֤چۯڭؾڞәnۮۏڽې¢OJAEәnۜۥ4     HȺ֤ӺۗS̳¨َۗRׄЁ̮ۗKƇΗۮ+ה5
̮ۗIƿۗٞـ٣ٜۯ¢�κٟ  ۘڂٸǫچ٣Ǟٛٞәnِۗɳǣ̮ٜٓ+ה2
OJAEۥ5     әníʷӘۜәn٦ĕÙ̮ۛѕի̮چչɉِ˪Ă¢ 5 ٦ٟٹիɦِ٘چ٦�ͽ̮+ה
OJAEۗٸ٘ڂْ֦چȺ֤٣٧ťۘڂؿ Ɨģڗۓڔؾۂڨۓڽۮ٧ۄؾڨƔѓۛӖʷk�ďۃڢچۯ
2016ۤڂɫƗʕ�٦ůٟ�Ȇْؾگ ѽ 2 Ɖۜؾڕۏڽ٣ٞۏڢکۉێںѶՍƼĺɆ�٠ĳȆۗ2018
ѽ 3ƉۜJڹڊڬؾڒθ¯ƥζƼӵվѶՍƼu٠ĳȆۘۥ 
ĂѷِۗӃƟɻۛĺɆچۯԓәn+הǭҼ۴ۏڽېۮɫۜəƟƇw٦֡ۥFDۤږکڴڮؾڊڹۥ6    
٣ɣ٦¯ɉɉ̔چɦْۘ 
     
     
     

 ووــٞٞققԖԖچچ٦٦ٹٹٖٖ٦٦ځځؿؿ٦٦ڠڠۍۍږږممڭڭڠڠګګ    
    Yasuko SAKAI (ڶکڨڻڋۍθ¯) 

     
٢فٿʰْن6چۯ٠٨ٌۮ٘ن٣̵ٸ٦ٖ٘ۘل٦ڂنٟم٠ٌڂůٟΘفـف١چۯ٠٨ٌۮ٘ن̵    
ٟڵکۑؾیۘلفڄٙنٰڂڃڅ٢ůٟǣڇљ٧١¶ڠۍږ CEFR ٦�Ѿم¯Ǖĺ,ƥ˰٣ʄځ
ѷڃڀڃ 20̤ѽŸٜƥȕۗCEFR٦Ǡق٧`ʔх˱٦̖Ýĺ,٦ϯ٣̊ѕِٞۘڂـٞن 
    έ٠ِٞۗۏڽېڂنٟم�jٟ٧ B2 ٦ٟڠۍږ٘ٸǆїəƟ٦չӖ٠ِٞО٦ʕ¯θچ
ɳͥЫچۏڔڠˣ�ْ٦ٖۤڂɳͥ�Х٦˦ȑ٧ٞـ٣ٜǫշۛʊ*ۛȰй2017 ږکڱڶۀ ȯچ
 ۘۥ˞
    OJAE չɉِۗ3چǆїəƟʕِ֤٘[چ ѽÝВِ٘Ż�Θم٦əƟٟ٧mٌۗٓٵۘڂٸ̓چ
CEFRۗل٦ڂڃڀ ٠ĳ٣ۗ¯öٍ٠٣ OJAE ٦íʷچڑڬڷФɦِۗŢځԚِ¯̵ِ٘ٚ٠ǭٌف
ۘوـΒِٞچن٦û̵ٝٚ٘¯ۗلڂӐ֦٠٢مו҄ڂ٢لـ٣ٸ٘و٣ǣ˪�ϛ/ǔ٣ۗځٿ٠٣
¯öچБ٠٣ٖ٦ٍفûٝمنի¨٢ůچɡٛٞ¨Ѻَ٣ٸ٦ٖ٘ۘڂڃӐ֦٢ŘάЫ٢ʷӉ٠ِ
Ÿȍ٦Ҩυۗۗؾڕۏڱڏۗ¶̵̀ۗ,Ƚۗƥζ٦éņ̵̖ۗۗĺק٦ͦОۤۂؾګʍņ٦Ȕ٦ۥ٧ۗ1ٞ
"ԅk̖ۗۗƦ֥٦ ڂٸдچƙ�وٿהŕ֦͌ٛٞچɢÝۥθۗ2£Ƽؐ٦ف٣ҫڃ٠ٖۥۂؾګ10٦
چʜي˂ΪٜۗچА΅ِ̯ۗ֨چוو٣٧Іٸ٘ڂؿٟέڂً˪نʆ٠ĳ٣Ϩ΅ۥѡۗ3§٦ۏڔڠ
ʰْ٢١٦Ԣـǭم٢١ۏڔڠفӐ֦٫ۗͦچۂؾګ1ٜ٦ۘڂو٠٢ٛٞɨو٠ِٞ̋ۂؾګ٦ڀşځ
jًۗҨӘۗځٿ٠٣ٌڂ٣ٜ٢ًƼؐمОϮْۘڂ 
٧ۗOJAEڀل٣ʍņɻΓڀَ     م B2 ٠Оڂٸíʷف١چۓۋڞؾژڰۉۃښڀلΘچلنٰڂǠق
 ۘـ٘ٶٞ
    ٌ٦ə٧ۗٶչӖ٦ٖڀل٠ٌڂׂٞچυ̯٣ɕٟۗٵڂ¯ʛɻمĺɆ٠ĳ٣ȯْ֚ڂůچȋ٠ڂ
ɨԁ٘ٚ٦Ʀ֥ۗٸɁچʛɨʃЫ٣مʛɻ¯ۘڂ٢"ون٦ʍņůΰ٠٧θٟٵڃՠٌٟۗ�فـ
ʰِ̙چɨԁۗٓڀڅ٣ʚڭڠګڂɃ̭ۘչӖƦƼ٦ό٢٭¯چΰфفʪِǭۗـǭي˂ـƷكٟ
Ԗچɬ�ٹΓ٣٠ٛٞڂΓۛәnْفǣچʍņۗ٘ٵ٧ڀڃυ̯Ë٠̴َِٖ۠ۘڂڃڀƹٟѡِ٘و
 ۘڂڃڀقɡٜ٠Ǡچՠ�٢نθٟ˪ڂق
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    AJE-SIG ٠٠ِِٞٞ٦٦ OJAE  ڠڠۓۓڣڣېېڻڻںںڎڎڍڍ
―OJAE  ―٣٣ٸٸ٘٘ڂڂْْ֏֏ǄǄ٣٣ĳĳ֏֏چچڟڟؾؾھھںںڎڎڍڍ

    Michiko TAKAGI (ڠڻکډؾێۂ�Ƽ¯9ۏڢکۍں�ѶՍ̖¯ǕԢʛʍņǕ) 
    Yumiko UMETSU 

     
چƦ֥فـ٠ۥՈց 2003ۤۯڂڃڀȝٟڭڠګʛɻ٧¯ۮ     OJAE ɈǠٟ�ʀْڭڠګۮ٠ڂɫۛё
υم٦ٹ٦ٖۏڽېչӖ٠٢ٛٞ¯ʛɻچƵӴِۗ¯ʛɻ٣ڭڠګ٦ٖمTفůٟ̯Љِٞ٠ۯوـ
OJAEۘڂؿ٠ٌٟفـ Ɨģٟٵڃٌٟؾڭکۆ٧ٖۗ٦ۄؾڨʄځͶ٘نٟڇ OJAE �Ҩ٦̯ڭڠګ
wچ AJE-SIG٣ڟؾھںڎڍ٠ِٞǂ�ِۗ�4٠ĳ֏ِٞوـʷӉۘڂـٞٸ̓چ 
    OJAE Ɨģٟٵڃ٧ٌۗۄؾڨ OJAE OJAEۗڭڠګ٦ۏڽې¢ٷäچڭڻۓۑڻŻ̝ۗ͐ڭڠګ ګ
OJAEۗڭڻێږڠڭڠ íʷӘɦۏڽېۗڭؾڞږکڴڮؾڊڹۗڭؾڞәníʷӘۗәnڭڠګ DVD چ
�Ҩِٞۘ٘نˎ֮Ыچٞͮڀڃ٣٧ٖۗ AJE-SIG ٣ǂ�ِۗOJAEڟؾھںڎڍ٦ �ùÞۗچڭڠګ
4¢�٣֏Ǆַِ֤ٞ٠ـِٲèٛٞ٦ٖۘڂـι 1 ϛ�٠ِٞۗι 2 ҨӘϯ٦ĺ,ɳٟͥٹ¯ʛ
չӖ٘ـ٠ِٞ B2٦ۏڽېOJAE٢٪ۮچڭڠګŭ٠ِٞۯǂ�ْچڃٖۘڂĳ֏ْ٠ٌٟڂ OJAEګ
ǂ�ِĳٟڟؾھںڎڍŘάЫ٣ۘڂؿ٦ٟٹڂöْچ٠ٌڂǄַ֤٦ʰҨз٠ْ֏ِۗ�ֻچڭڠ
ѫ֝٧ۗ�j٦ڂْ֏ ڭڠګOJAEۥŻ̝ۗ2͐ڭڠګOJAEۥ1ۜڂؿ4ٜٟ B2ۥ3ۗڭڻۓۑڻ٦ۏڽې
OJAEڭڠګ B2 ڭڠګOJAEۥ4ۗڭڻێږڠڭڠګ٦ۏڽې B2  ۘڭؾڞ٦әnۏڽې
    OJAE Ɨģ٦ۄګڠڞںڎڍِ٘ف٧ٌۗۄؾڨǖϨ٠ĳ٣̩ۗ�¢Ϡٟ OJAE Ɨʕچ�ɳɋِۗ
OJAE ٠ٌٟڂْفٖۘڂـèٛٞچ٠ٌڂڃَ֏ĳٟ�̩ͮم OJAE �ǲƼ٠ِٞ٦ѶՍƼĺۮ٧
ʛۛ¯٢١ۗ̈٘٢ڂڃَ֤[٠ِٞۯڭڠګוɻ٣٠ٛٞ٦έѶՍƼԦƼۮ٨قםۗٓڀ٣Ƨۯ,
ĺʍۛәnԱ٦�Ҩٹ٣ź٢فٿ٦ٌۘفڄؿٟڂم OJAE ڂقǭځلΦɻ٠ԁٞقϖچוέۗم
 ۘڂؿٟـ٨ǌڃ٠٢˂/٦ٸ٘ڂٞ,چɡ̩ٛ٘�Ʌզچۯ٠٨ٌۮ
     
     
     
    5A_A 08ƉƉ 03ѶѶ 14:00 

    OJAE (Oral Japanese Assessment Europe)—the 
European-Born Proficiency Test in Japanese 

Communication: Assessment>Growing>Nurturing—
Developing One’s Dialogue-Competence to Become a 

World-Citizen 
    Kōji HAGIHARA (թ˯θ¯) 

    Yoriko YAMADA-BOCHYNEK (ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,¯Ɨģʽ) 
    Yasuko SAKAI (ڶکڨڻڋۍθ¯) 

    Michiko TAKAGI (ڠڻکډؾێۂ�Ƽ¯9ۏڢکۍں�ѶՍ̖¯ǕԢʛʍņǕ) 
    Yumiko UMETSU 

     
    The AJE-Symposium 2018 asks: “Dialogue for Peace: What are we teaching and learning foreign 
languages for?” We, the OJAE-Team, would like to rephrase this as follows: “In what way can we assist 
speakers in their language acquisition so that they become able to communicate with others?” As an 
answer to this question, we propose: “By imparting dialogue competence, we nurture world citizens 
who are competent in foreign languages.” In fact, the OJAE system, which tests and assesses the 
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communicative competence of JFL-speakers and is fully compliant with the CEFR, has been developed 
for this very purpose. We should hence like to proclaim that JFL classes can now assess the state (of 
the present degree of language acquisition) → improve dialogue competence further (via supporting 
assessment), and → nurture (in a collaborative classroom atmosphere). 
    What is meant by the term “dialogue”? In our understanding, a dialogue can only arise in a 
communication situation where the subject matter can go back and forth between the speaker and their 
conversation partner. Communicative competence, as a language skill, can be only fostered in situations 
where a “dialogue” occurs. In this connection, the OJAE Team contemplated the question, “What is a 
‘communication situation’ in the first place?” We have referred to Roman JACOBSON’s (1960) 
semiotic theory of a “communication model” in which he elucidates 6 factors and 6 functions, 
respectively, of language: 1) Sender: Emotive; 2) Recipient: Conative; 3) Context: Referential; 4) 
Message: Poetic; 5) Contact: Phatic; 6) Code: Metalingual. The OJAE-Team has further been advised 
by Prof. Barry O’SULLIVAN, a renowned expert who has conducted extensive research in the field of 
speaking tests. He suggested to utilize a major result of a research project on the validity of speaking-
test tasks: a checklist of language functions, “designed for both a priori and a posteriori analysis of 
speaking task output (O’Sullivan et al. 2002)”. It has provided us with a comprehensive list of functions. 
Building upon this foundation, we have been able to expand Jakobson’s six functions to 53, including 
sociolinguistic items such as honorific expressions, on the one hand, and to stratify them according to 
their difficulty to the CEFR levels A1-A2-B1-B2-C1-C2, on the other. Our Panel consists of the 
following three parts: Part 1: OJAE-Test trains the competence for dialogue owing to its theoretical 
framework of communication; Part 2: Tests can change the form of the JFL-class itself; Part 3: Web 
presence of OJAE as an AJE-SIG—towards sharing it effectively and efficiently. We are quite 
convinced that OJAE has matured into a suitable method for fostering the communication competence 
of JFL-speakers, and we should therefore like to carry out further OJAE-seminars—in addition to the 
ones held thus far in Brussels (Belgium) and Cardiff (Wales/UK)—so that our system and our good 
practices can be shared and disseminated globally. 
     
     
     

    OJAE-Test trains the competence for dialogue owing 
to its theoretical framework of communication 

    Yoriko YAMADA-BOCHYNEK (ڵکۑؾیѶՍƼĺ,¯Ɨģʽ) 
    Kōji HAGIHARA (թ˯θ¯) 

     
    Taking the “Situational Model” of Roman JAKOBSON (1960) as a starting point and theoretical 
background, the following 6 characteristics of OJAE will be elucidated: 
    1) Test Format: Two testees (test-levels self-assessed according to the “Self-Assessment Grid” of the 
CEFR 2001: Table 2: pp26-27; OJAE 2010: Table 2: p52) and two testers. The fundamental difference 
of the OJAE-test in comparison to previous speaking tests lies in its format: the testees are the 
protagonists of the stage, with each talking using their own words and having to come to grips with 
each other. There are two kinds of talking: one-way speaking “monologue” and bidirectional-interactive 
“dialogue”. Even at levels as basic as A1, aizuchi responses are assessed. For levels above B2, 
intentional avoidances or non-uses are counted as “fail” (similarly to the judging of “fouls” in judo). 
    2) Test-questions are produced in accordance with the 53 functions of the OJAE-Blueprint, which 
are classified into four communicative situations (I. Information-Sending, focused on the sender-side; 
II. Interactional, recipient-side; III. Managing Interaction; IV: Sociolinguistic appropriateness, 
including “honorific expressions”). These functions draw from research connected to the Cambridge 
ESOL tests (cf. O’Sullivan, B. et al. 2002, “Using observation checklist to validate speaking-test tasks”), 
which contributes to assuring the validity of each question. Each of the test questions is embedded into 
test scripts of the respective level, and the following times are allocated: A-Level 10 minutes; B-Level 
15 min.; C-Level 20 min. (cf. OJAE 2010: Table 4, pp57-61). 
    3) Scaling communicative competence: 53 functions have been stratified according to the 6 CEFR-
levels and serve as a basis for creating level-appropriate prompts and test assignments. 
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    4) OJAE-Assessment: For each level, a different test assessment sheet is employed: Common 
reference levels with 5 qualitative aspects of spoken language use (CEFR 2001: p27; OJAE 2010, pp 
53-56). For each test question, OJAE focuses on two “aspects”, thus improving testing practicability. 
    5) OJAE Assessment Standardization Table (version: 03/01/2018): The table features a 6-leveled 
stratification and strives for objectivity and transparency in connection with the above-mentioned 5 
aspects of assessment. In order to familiarize new assessors with this table, the OJAE-team has 
conducted seminars with assessment workshops (Feb. 2016: in Brussels, co-hosted with the Belgian 
JFL-Teachers’ Association; March 2018: Cardiff/Wales/UK, with the Japanese Department, Cardiff 
University). 
    6) Feedback of the OJAE-testing: The test results are reported as “pass-fail”, accompanied by 
comments by the testers. Further ways of developing one’s speaking competence will therefore be 
shown to both test-takers and their teachers. 
     
     
     

    Tests can change the form of the JFL-class itself 
    Yasuko SAKAI (ڶکڨڻڋۍθ¯) 

     
    How can spoken, “living” language be assessed? In which form would class activities with the 
purpose of eliciting “living language” need to be conducted? In the almost two decades since the 
spreading of the CEFR concept throughout the school education system on EU soil began, it has surely 
taken root in the education of the EU countries. 
    In the following, one example of methodological application of OJAE-testing is presented. For the 
final examination of the bachelor’s degree of Japanology, the B2-level of JFL competence has been 
determined (For concrete processes, cf. Takagi, M., Sakai, Y., Yamada-Bochynek, Y. 2017). 
    At the very beginning of a 3-year course, the students and the instructor establish the syllabus for the 
course together: along the CEFR-scale of Japanese language competence based on the OJAE reference 
videos illustrating the 6 levels. In each semester, students are encouraged to make themselves conscious 
about further steps of the scale: Which competence will be required in order for them to reach the next 
level. Progress will be achieved throughout each semester by creating clear awareness. In achieving 
this target, the following will be prepared: 1) Selection of a theme (10 subjects such as history, modern 
enterprises, human life, education, dietary habits, energy, economical evolution, intercultural 
phenomena, humans, language) as well as the expansion of vocabulary repertoire; 2) Acquisition of the 
skills within a limited time, summarizing stated opinions; 3) Competence of dialogical interactions: 
Developing listening competence; chiming in with appropriated remarks; offering helping comments 
that appropriately support their own partner in a communicative situation. Selecting one major theme, 
they can deepen it as their own subject and present it in the final report as well as expanding their 
vocabulary competence. 
    Furthermore, concerning assessment methods of B2 from the standpoint of the OJAE, it shall be 
considered how communication competence can be assessed. 
    The endeavor in this type of assessment differs completely from previous methods in that it involves 
both sides, students and instructor, equally and synergetically. The attitude of the students: they start 
their own practicing on their own initiative, establishing their own communicative lessons; help each 
other, respect the position of the partner, with their own dictions. The result does not merely end with 
the final test of the target language; instead, they put forth all their strength, obtaining a sense of 
satisfaction and accomplishment and freshness. For the learners as well as for the teachers, these 
feelings contribute enormously to changing the system of testing as such. 
     
     
     

    Web presence of OJAE as an AJE-SIG—towards 
sharing it effectively and efficiently 
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    Michiko TAKAGI (ڠڻکډؾێۂ�Ƽ¯9ۏڢکۍں�ѶՍ̖¯ǕԢʛʍņǕ) 
    Yumiko UMETSU 

     
    “Learners are fostered through tests” (cf. Makino 2003)—This quote can be rephrased in terms of the 
OJAE R&D as follows: The testing method and achieving goals can encourage the learners and they 
grow up along this testing design. The OJAE team is currently preparing to present the results of their 
R&D online, in order to share them with AJE members. 
    Up until now, the OJAE-Team has developed the following: Test Blueprint, tests of 6 levels with 
prompts; test scripts; OJAE-Standardization of 6 levels with 5 aspects of competence in oral production; 
assessment sheets; feedback sheets; sample videos of oral production and interaction, illustrating the 6 
CEFR-levels for Japanese (cf. OJAE 2010, 2016, 2018). In the future, all results will be presented online 
on the AJE-SIG page so that they can be shared by individual members and institutions. As the first 
step for the future realization, the present part exemplifies B2 OJAE Testing—presented in the second 
part of this panel—as a model for the remaining levels. The B2 level shared will contribute to the EU-
JFL world, the OJAE-team hopes, as the starting point for its effective-efficient utilization on the EU 
soil. The online presentation will involve the following four items: 1) Blueprint of the OJAE Test; 2) 
B2 test script; 3) B2 prompts; 4) B2 assessment sheet. 
    The OJAE-Team constantly strives to improve their web presence, sincerely hoping that further 
seminar workshops can be conducted throughout the world so that the idea and methodology can be 
shared in further areas/countries/language entities. By doing so, developing the OJAE test itself could 
be expanded into yet further areas such as “Dialogue tests for L1 Japanese speakers” or new 
development in the research areas of “Learning, Instructions and Assessment”. The OJAE method can 
train dialogue competence so that it could foster world citizens who can communicate with others via 
“language”.   


